
Name: _________________ Date: ________________                               

Grade 4      Lesson 2  

  

Use the article titled “My Brother Martin” by Christine King Farris on pages 48-61 in your student 

reader to answer the questions below.                                                             

  

Directions  

   Read the article.  Then answer questions 1-3. 

  

1. What is the main idea of paragraphs 3 on page 53 through paragraph 1 on p. 56?  Use two 

details from the article to support your response.  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

2. Why does Christine say that, “We three stuck together like the pages in a brand-new 

book,” in paragraph 1 on page 52 of “My Brother Martin?” Use two details from the story 

to support your response. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

3. In paragraph 2 on page 57 of the article, “My Brother Martin,” what does Mother Dear mean 

when she says “Because they just don’t understand that everyone is the same, but someday it will 

be better”?  Use two details from the story to support your response. 

                  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Use the article titled “My Brother Martin” by Christine King Farris on pages 48-61 in your student 

reader to answer the questions below.                                                             

  

Directions  

 Read the article.  Then answer question 4.  

4.  Christine’s feelings about the world change at different times in the article. When do 

her feelings change? Why do her feelings change? Use details from the article to support 

your response.  

In your response be sure to   

• explain when Christine’s feelings change in the article  

• explain how Christine’s feelings change  

• explain why Christine’s feelings change  

• use details from the article to support your response  

 

__________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



Exemplary Response - 2 Point 

  

Reading/Writing Standard(s)   

RI.4.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize the text.  

  

Stem Used: What is the main idea of paragraphs # to #?  Use two details from the story to support 

your response. (2016)   

                

pp. 53-56  

1. What is the main idea of paragraph 3 on page 53 through paragraph 1 on page 56?  Use two 
details from the article to support your response.  

 

  

Possible Exemplary Response:  

The main idea of the third paragraph on page 53 through the first paragraph on page 56 

is that the family could not avoid the sad reality of discrimination forever.  The author describes 

how the King family was originally able to shield their three children from the ugliness of 

segregation, but that it was “only a matter of time before the generations of cruelty and injustice 

finally broke through.”  The author describes the realization as a “crushing blow that seemed to 

come out of nowhere.”  

  

Possible Details to Include:  

● Other relevant text-based details  

  

Score Points:  

Apply 2-point rubric.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Exemplary Response - 2 Point 

Reading/Writing Standard(s)   

RL.4.4   Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including those 

that allude to significant characters found in mythology. 

Stem Used: Why does [character] say that s/he (and her friends) is/are “X” in paragraph # of 

[story]?  Use two details from the story to support your response. (2018)     

pp. 52 

 

2. Why does Christine say, “We three stuck together like the pages in a brand-new book,” in 
paragraph 1 on page 52 of “My Brother Martin?” Use two details from the story to support 
your response. 

 

Possible Exemplary Response:   

       

Christine means that her and her brothers are very close when she says that, “We three 

stuck together like the pages in a brand-new book,” in paragraph 1 on page 52 of “My Brother 

Martin.” The pages of a new book are sometimes stuck together from adhesive or the way the 

paper is cut. Christine and her brothers spent so much time together as children that it is like they 

were glued together. They spent time together as children listening to stories from Grandma and 

Aunt Ida, playing pranks on others, learning piano, and playing in their backyard. 

 

 

 

Possible Details to Include:  

● Other relevant text-based details  

  

Score Points:  

Apply 2-point rubric.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Exemplary Response - 2 Point 

Reading/Writing Standard(s)   

RL.4.4   Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including those 

that allude to significant characters found in mythology. 

Stem Used: In paragraph # of the article, what does (individual) mean when he says “X”? Use two 

details from the article to support your response. (2019) 

                 

pp. 56-57  

3. In paragraph 2 on page 57 of the article, “My Brother Martin,” what does Mother Dear 
mean when she says, “Because they just don’t understand that everyone is the same, but 
someday it will be better.”? Use two details from the article to support your response.  

 

Possible Exemplary Response:   

     Mother Dear is trying to explain that the white people who were treating black people meanly 

were doing it based solely on the color of their skin and refusing to see that all people are the 

same. She was explaining why there were whites only signs that prevented black people from 

using the elevators at City Hall. She also explained that was the reason black people had to sit in 

the balcony at picture shows. Mother Dear also meant that she had hope that one day white 

people would see that color didn’t matter, and the world would be a better place.  

 

  

Possible Details to Include:  

● Other relevant text-based details  

  

Score Points:  

Apply 2-point rubric.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Exemplary Response - 4 Point 

  

Reading/Writing Standard(s)   

RI.4.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific 

details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words or actions).  

  

Stem Used: [Character]’s feelings about x change at different times in the story. When do his 

feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your 

response. (2016) 

                 

  

pp. 48-61  

  

Use the article titled “My Brother Martin” by Christine King Farris on pages 48-61 in your student 

reader to answer the questions below.                                                             

  

Directions  

   Read the article.  Then answer question 4.  

 

4.  Christine’s feelings about the world change at different times in the article. When do 

her feelings change? Why do her feelings change? Use details from the article to support 

your response.  

In your response be sure to   

• explain when Christine’s feelings change in the article  

• explain how Christine’s feelings change  

• explain why Christine’s feelings change  

• use details from the article to support your response  

Possible Exemplary Response:  

  

In the story titled “My Brother Martin,” the author, Christine King Farris, Martin Luther  

King, Jr’s older sister, shares her family’s story of growing up in a time when segregation laws 

were in place. Throughout the story, Christine’s feelings change about the life she and her family 

live in Atlanta, Georgia. 

In the beginning of Christine’s story, she had a very pleasant view of her family’s life. 

Christine and her two younger brothers experienced days full of laughter, adventure stories, toys, 

and games while being cared for by their grandmother and Aunt Ida as their parents worked. She 

describes how close she was with her two siblings, “like three peas in one pod” and, "stuck 

together like the pages in a brand-new book.”  

Although Christine’s outlook of the world was very positive during her childhood, it began 

to change when she and her brothers experienced discrimination for the first time.  For much of 



their early years, their parents were able to shelter them from the unfair segregation laws by 

avoiding public areas.  However, they could not protect them from all of it and Christine’s first 

real experience with this injustice occurred when her brothers’ white friends from across the road 

could no longer play because M.L. and A.D. were black.  This experience made Christine aware of 

the injustice of discrimination. Christine explains that in the coming years there were many more 

“reminders of the cruel system called segregation” but that she and M.L. learned from their 

Daddy how to speak out and stand up for what is right.  Christine changes from a carefree little 

girl to a young lady inspired and strengthened by her Daddy and brother to overcome the 

injustices of bigotry and hatred as described in the following excerpt: “My brother never forgot 

the example of our father, or the promise he had made to our mother on the day his friends 

turned him away. And when he was much older, my brother M. L. dreamed a dream . . . that 

turned the world upside down.”  

  

Possible Details to Include:  

● Other relevant text-based details  

  

Score Points:  

Apply 4-point rubric  

  


